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Introduction

In this paper I propose to investigate the factors
which define women’s status in society. Marxist
social philosophy with its emphasis on produc
tion and the social relations involved in produc
tion has been chosen as the frame of interpreta
tion. Engels (1972 [1884]: 221) claimed that

the emancipation of woman will only be pos
sible when women can take part in production
°n a large, social scale, and domestic work no
longer claims anything but an insignificant
nniount of her time.” Leacock (1972: 34),
following Engels, maintains that women’s status
J n traditional societies with their greater empha
sis on communal life will be defined by the
Women’s work load: “The participation of
Women [in primitive communal society] in a
niajor share of socially necessary labor...
accorded them decision-making powers com-
hfensurate with their contribution.” Sacks
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(1974: 222) basically agrees with this position
when she states that “social adulthood comes

from participation in social production.” This is
in accord with the Marxist view that the econo
mic basis represents the essentially decisive
factor.

Of great importance to our discussion here
 are Sanday’s studies on women’s status (1973;
1981). She makes it clear that women’s involve
ment in social production is not indicative of
their social status, and that women actually
often hold low status in societies where they are
the main producers and perform almost all of
the “socially necessary labor.” Sanday con
cludes that while participation in social produc
tion is a necessary prerequisite for attaining
higher status, this factor alone will not elevate a
person’s position unless it is accompanied by
other factors as well.

This is an important discovery, and we can
now turn our attention to what these other

factors may be. Sanday suggests male absen
teeism to be one such variable and cites the
Iroquois as an example. This would mean high
status for women in warlike societies where the
men are away fighting. But we know that this is
often not the case, and Murdock (1949: 207)
actually arrives at the opposite conclusion,
namely that “war enhances the importance of
men,” one of the patterns being the capture of
enemy women. Sanday acknowledges this prob
lem, leaving it an open question. She also
mentions, although only marginally, the role
female deities might have in determining
women’s position as producers in society. This
problem, as Sanday points out, has hardly been
investigated at all, though it is a crucial issue for
the interpretation of prehistoric as well as con
temporary data. It becomes apparent that we


